
GL-1500 Fuel Reserve Sensor Repair: 

Many sensors just stop working, so there's NO low fuel light warning. 

This is how I accomplished my repair in about 45 minutes, was very easy to do; costs almost
nothing, compared to Honda's fix: Buying new fuel pump assembly, at cost of $300+. 

This is written for that percentage of the population who might not be as mechanically proficient
as you; please take no offense. You'll need to purchase a thermistor from a local electronic parts
supply house, with the following specs: 1000 ohms @ 25 degrees C, NTC (Negative Temp. Co-efficient).

To begin with: you'll be working around an open fuel tank. If you don't understand spark, static
electricity, volatile vapors, 3rd degree burns, death; your house, garage, Wing burning & any
other potential risk of working around gasoline/ vapors, I strongly recommend you pay the price
and have a Honda shop do the work. You must be willing to take full responsibility for whatever
may happen. This is very dangerous; do it outside. Also, if you aren't proficient at soldering, find
a friend who is.

With all that understood, remove the seat.

There are (six) 10mm nuts on the top of the fuel pump assembly, remove them after you
disconnect the electrical leads. As you disconnect the fuel line, have a rag handy to catch fuel that
will run out of the hose. Trust me; you'll need to do this. Get another rag handy for the following
step. 

With everything disconnected, slowly lift fuel pump assembly. You'll notice another fuel line
connected INSIDE the tank. Slide it off and work fuel pump assembly out of opening. Wipe off
excess gas, then put a rag over open hole to minimize/ contain vapors. Let unit dry in the sun a
few minutes. The fuel reserve sensor is what's best described as a "can" halfway down mounting
arm of the fuel pump. It has one lead soldered to it. Pry, wiggle, push or otherwise GENTLY
work the can free of it's mount on arm. 

Don't bother to unscrew mount from the arm; just get the can out without ruining it. You'll need
to bend the tabs to get it free; that's OK. Unsolder the single lead on can. Don't cut it; unsolder it. 

Now you're holding the can only, in your hand. There's a base lip on the can, at the lead end.
Slice the can open all the way around that lip, I used a Dremel tool and it worked easily. 

Looking at other end of the can, you'll see a solder blob. That's where the other lead is attached to
the can. Unsolder that and remove the larger end of the can; set it aside. 

Unsolder the other end of thermistor and remove it completely from the can unit. Take new
thermistor, cut ONE LEAD to a length of about ½ in. max. Leave the other lead full length.
Solder short lead to the base (disc) center conductor area, where you just removed faulty sensor;
make a good connection. 



When putting the can together, route the other lead out end of the can, through hole. Be very
careful when bending leads. You should hold them with needle nose pliers as a strain relief. Push
can together, solder lead in place. You may also solder can itself shut. Do this only for some
rigidity; don't try to seal it all the way around with solder. 

Solder the single wire back on to sensor and place can back in its’ mount on pump arm. You'll
need to squeeze mount to pinch the can. I tack-soldered mine back in it's mount; it held nicely.
Put it all back together; it'll work fine.

Fuel Gauge re-calibration: 

If you don't want to change the way your fuel gauge reads, skip it; put your bike back together [a
partner with a set of hands to hold flashlight would be VERY helpful]. 

I take no responsibility, except: to again warn you this is extremely dangerous. Do it outside;
have a fire extinguisher handy. Anything you put in or near the vapors, MUST be grounded to the
bike properly. Any little spark could be disastrous and burn you seriously or kill you. Even if it
doesn't, you could have a massive fire instantly; If that thought doesn't get your attention, then
don't do this procedure. 

Look into tank filler neck and find float arm. You can also find it, by looking through the fuel
pump opening, toward front of tank. Get an idea of what you'll be working with. Most earlier
GL1500s read empty LONG before they actually are. To correct for that condition, you'll need to
bend float downward.

Use a stiff piece of wire, like a coat hanger and bend a hook in end of it. After completely
grounding your wire, put it through filler neck and down to the float arm. Hook that arm to
support it. Then use a wood dowel, or other suitable device to push the float end down, I used a
clean paint stirring stick. 

Push down firmly 3 or 4 times; it's difficult to bend. From here on out, it's trial-&-error. 

Now my fuel reserve light comes on just after the needle has passed completely through the red
zone. Before bending the arm downward, the gauge needle lay "belly up flat" for a very long time
before the Low Fuel Level sensor tripped.


